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1.  Turntable Function 
 

This turntable enhances the ergonomics, safety, and efficiency of parts flow into a workstation 

by: 

 

 queuing up to three racks for quick loading into the workstation 

 providing for easy operator access to the rack  

 enabling operators to quickly exchange full and empty racks when desired 

 
 

2. Turntable Configuration 
 

The turntable consists of three main components: 

 

1. Air Caster Turntable Assembly 

2. Foot Control Assembly 

3. Platform Assembly 

 

The following subsections describe both main components and their subcomponents in further 

detail.  Furthermore, they relate how the turntable functions to provide enhanced operator safety.  

General specifications for the turntables are listed in Table 1 below.   

 

Rack Space Size: 50” x 50” 

Platform Size: 144” x 144” 

Overall Height: 50” (to top of the control pedestals) 

Load Height: 11 ¾” 

Swing Radius: 87” 

Weight: Approximately 12,500 lbs. (includes 

platform weight) 

Unit Load Capacity: 2,000 lbs.  

Total Load Capacity: 8,000 lbs.  

Rotation Type: Powered dual direction  

Rotation Speed: Approximately 12 seconds per 90̊ 

Controls: Turntable: foot operated; Lifts/Brakes: 

hand operated 

Plant Air Connection: Lockout valve located on placard 

Air Supply Requirements: 40 CFM @85 PSIG minimum 

Table 1.  General Turntable Specifications 

 

 

Refer to Assembly Drawing TT-144144-100 for additional details. 
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2.1 Air Caster Turntable Assembly 
 

The Air Caster Turntable Assembly is constructed from heavy-duty steel top platform and base 

weldments.  Specific features of the Air Caster Turntable are described as follows. 

2.1.1 Turntable Top Weldment 

The top weldment is the main structural component of the turntable. The air casters and the 

rotation drive are mounted to the top weldment.  It is fabricated from heavy-duty structural steel 

shapes (e.g. standard angle, rectangular tubing, and plate).  The use of rectangular tubing for the 

core of their structure serves a dual purpose.  First, it provides the turntable with a strong and 

rigid framework that supports heavy loads with a minimum of deflection.  Second, it provides air 

accumulators (reserve air supplies) that dampen fluctuations in the air pressure and volume used 

by the air casters.  Thus the air accumulators function as a dampening chambers, or “hop tubes”, 

that smooth the rotation of the turntable in much the same way that shock absorbers improve the 

ride and handling of an automobile. 

It is important to realize that the hop tubes are created by sealing the ends of the 

rectangular tubing and welding an inlet into their side.  This hop tube inlet is connected with an 

air hose to the inlet on the air caster.  The result is an airtight hop tube connected to each air 

caster.  These hop tubes must remain airtight in order to work properly.  Furthermore, the 

volume of each hop tube is specifically sized according to the requirements of each specific 

turntable application. 

CAUTION: If it is necessary to make modifications or attachments to the top weldment, avoid 

drilling or burning holes in the rectangular tubing (hop tubes).   Any holes made in the tubes 

must be sealed to prevent air loss that can cause malfunction of the turntable.  Do not change the 

internal volume of the hop tubes. 
 

At rest, the turntable top rests directly on the base, providing an inherently stable work surface.  

The top weldment is divided into four load platforms each mounted to a lift and rotate system.  

Each load platform is sized to accommodate one rack of the size specified for the application. 

Service panels located on tops of the turntable and drive assembly provide maintenance access to 

the pneumatic and mechanical components of the turntable.  To facilitate lifting during 

installation and maintenance, a threaded hole for a lifting eye is provided on each “leg” of the 

center structure. 

2.1.2 Air Casters 
 

 

Figure 1.  Air Caster 

During rotation, four air casters (Air Caster 

Model AC-18) inflate and create an air film that 

supports the turntable top.  This air film provides 

for virtually friction-free rotation of heavy loads. 

Although air casters can be damaged, due to their 

durable construction and the absence of friction 

air casters rarely if ever need to be replaced.   

 

Figure 1 at left shows a typical air caster (upside 

down to show diaphragm). 
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2.1.3 Turntable Base Weldment 

The base weldment has four hold-down tabs with 7/8” diameter lag bolt holes for anchoring the 

turntable to the floor.  Shipping clips hold the top and base weldments together during transport 

or shipment.  The air supply connection for the turntable is located at the side of the turntable 

base.  The air supply hose connects pipe couplings on the base to the control assembly. 

2.1.4 Rotary Union 

 

This turntable is designed for 

continuous 360° rotation.  

Accordingly, the pneumatic 

connection between the 

turntable base and top 

weldments are maintained 

through a pneumatic rotary 

union.  Both the rotary union 

and its downstream plumbing 

are shown in Figure 2 at right.  

 

Figure 2.  Typical Rotary Union 

The rotary union is located at the center pivot, which is an integral part of the turntable base 

weldment.  The air supply for all turntable components is plumbed through the rotary union, which 

has a single ¾” NPT port, and two ¼” NPT ports.  Three air connections at the side of the turntable 

are piped to the rotary union inlets.  A hose lead connects this side air connection to the foot control 

assembly. 

2.1.6 Rotation Drive Assembly 

The turntable is equipped with two Rotation Drive Assemblies that consists of a pneumatic drive 

unit and pneumatic drive control circuitry.  The drive units are located in a drive box underneath 

an access cover on two sides of the turntable top structure.  Figure 3 on the following page shows 

the drive box with the access cover removed.   

 

The drive is pneumatically powered and actuated via a single control valve. 
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Figure 3.  Rotation Drive 

The power of the air motor 

is transferred to the drive 

wheel.  As shown in Figure 

3 at left, this drive 

mechanism is mounted to a 

pivoting frame.  A steel 

spring retracts the drive up 

when not in use.  When the 

drive is engaged the air 

spring is inflated.  This 

pivots the drive wheel down 

against the turntable base 

plate and applies the 

traction force that enables 

the rotating drive wheel to 

propel the turntable top 

weldment around the center 

pivot of the base weldment. 
 

2.1.7 Drive Control Circuit 

Operation of the rotation drive is controlled by the pneumatic drive control circuit.  This drive 

control circuit implements the following functional features: 
 

1) Automatic Starting Sequence 

2) Automatic Stop 
 

The following subsections describe each of these features and how it is implemented. 

2.1.7.1 Automatic Starting Sequence 

In the previous section, the location of the drive speed flow control globe valve was 

described.  Another adjustable component of the 

pneumatic drive control circuit, the Drive Power 

Valve shown in Figure 4 at right, is located 

under the side access cover. This valve has been 

factory preset to provide a brief delay (5-6 

seconds) in drive actuation that allows the air 

casters to fully inflate.  After this brief delay the 

valve opens and supplies the airflow to the air 

motor.  Turning the adjustment screw 

counterclockwise increases this delay.  Note that 

decreasing the delay below 3 seconds is not 

recommended due to accelerated wear of system 

components.  

Figure 4. Drive Power Valve 

The Air Caster Power Valve, mounted in one of the side access panels, controls airflow to both 

the air casters and also the Drive Power Valve.  The globe valve located under the turntable side 

cover provides for adjustment of the airflow to the air casters.  Specially sized orifices also 
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regulate flow to each air caster.  The normally closed Air Caster Power Valve is allowed to close 

at the end of each 90° rotation cycle or whenever the e-stop valve is actuated, which exhausts the 

airflow that powers the drive.  The next section (2.2) describes how air is initially supplied to the 

turntable at the start of each 90° rotation cycle. 

2.2 Foot Control Assembly 
 

The Foot Control Assembly shown in Figure 5 below is a freestanding unit that can be positioned 

where desired on the floor.  The customer-supplied plant airdrop is connected to the placard 

mounted lockout valve and then to the open pipe coupling on the assembly.  A fourteen-foot 

hose lead is provided to connect the control pedestal to the air inlet at the side of the turntable 

base. 

This assembly includes the turntable rotation control that is described as follows.   

2.2.1 Turntable Clockwise/Counterclockwise 

The Turntable clockwise/counterclockwise control 

is a foot lever operated pneumatic valve mounted 

inside the protective housing.  The valve operator 

has a spring return action and permits air to flow 

through when actuated. 

When the lever is actuated and held, the air casters 

inflate and, after a brief delay, the rotation drive 

engages.  Maintained actuation by the operator is 

not required for normal operation of the turntable.  

Stopping accuracy is dependent on position of the 

auto stop.  Refer to Section 2.1.6 and the 

pneumatic schematic for additional details. 

 

 

Figure 5. Typical Foot Control Assembly 

2.2.2 Air Caster Power Valve 

The Air Caster Power Valve is also located inside one of the side access panels on the table.  

This valve performs the on/off control of the air supply to the turntable.  As such it is plumbed 

inline between the rotary union and the Air Caster hop tubes.  

 

The Air Caster Power Valve is a normally closed (off) pilot operated valve that is opened by an 

air pilot signal from the foot lever valve.  Once the foot lever is depressed, the air pilot signal 

actuates the Air Caster Power Valve, opening it and allowing pressure from the main air supply 

to travel to the Air Casters and the Rotation Drives. The Turntable Rotation Drive functions as 

previously described in section 2.1.6. 

 

3. Turntable Installation 
 

The turntable must be lagged to the floor in all four locations before prolonged use. Operators 

can position the Foot Enclosure Assembly where desired.  The following procedure outlines 

specific requirements for the turntable installation.  Refer to the assembly drawing (TT-144144-

100). 
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3.1 Site Preparation 

 

The flatness and evenness of the installation site’s floor will significantly impact the turntable’s 

performance after installation.  Check floor flatness with a straight edge that is ten foot long.  

The floor should be level within + 1/8" (maximum of 1/4" deviation) over a 10 foot span.  Any 

high points should be ground down and low points shimmed with steel sheet prior to placing the 

turntable in position.  These preparations will help ensure optimal performance of the turntable.   
 

NOTE:  Turntable performance, including rotation cycle speed, will be adversely 

affected by an uneven or unlevel installation site. 

3.2 Air Supply Connection 

 

This turntable has been designed to operate on plant air where the air supply pressure may vary 

from 80-100 PSI.  Connect an air supply line from a plant airdrop to the inlet located on the 

lockout valve.   This air supply line should be a minimum of 3/4" I.D. hose or ¾” NPT pipe to 

provide a sufficient volume of airflow.  Hard piping is recommended where practical.  If long 

runs of hose are required, the diameter of the hose should be increased by one size to 

accommodate air line pressure drops.   
 

Installations with particularly wet or dirty air may need additional filtration/dryers.   

NOTE:  Turntable performance, including rotation cycle speed, will be adversely 

affected by inadequate air supply pressure and/or volume. 

3.3 Setup and Checkout 

 

1. Position the turntable assembly and platform in the final location.   

 

2. Remove the shipping angles that are holding the turntable top and the base together.   

 

3. Locate the foot control assembly at the desired position.  

 

4. Mount the air lockout valve where desired and connect to plant air. 
 

5. Run an air supply line from the air lockout valve to the open port on the foot control 

assembly (refer to section 3.2 above).   
 

6. Turn on the air supply and check for leaks.   
 

7. Test the turntable rotation function.   

 

8. Anchor the base to the floor using the four (4) 7/8” diameter lag bolt holes.  It may be 

necessary to rotate the table to provide access to all lag down holes. 

 

9. Load a full rack onto two positions of the turntable and test the rotation function.   
 

10. Load two more empty racks onto the turntable and test the rotation function. 
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11. Test all four lift and rotates using the hand valves at each pedestal location. 
 

12. Familiarize all potential operators with the location and function of the system 

lockout and other controls. 

 

4. Turntable Operation 
 

The following steps describe a typical sequence of operation for the turntable.  The initial 

condition is that the turntable is empty (i.e., no racks are on the turntable). 
 

STEP 1. A forklift operator loads a full rack onto one of the positions opposite to the 

workstation operator. 
 

STEP 2. The workstation operator actuates and holds the foot lever for several 

seconds until the turntable starts to rotate.  When the turntable has rotated 

90°, the auto-stop limit valves will trigger and stop the turntable. 
 

STEP 3. The workstation operator unloads parts from the rack next to the workstation, 

raising the pneumatic lift using the hand valves when needed maintain a 

comfortable height.   
 

STEP 4. Step 1 is repeated while the workstation operator continues to unload parts. 
 

STEP 5. When the rack next to the workstation is empty, the operator indexes the 

turntable 90° (repeats step 2), exchanging the empty rack for a full one. 
 

STEP 6. The workstation operator resumes unloading parts from the new, full rack 

next to the workstation. 
 

STEP 7. A forklift operator removes the empty rack from the turntable and replaces it 

with a full rack.   
 

Steps 5 through 7 are repeated as required. 

 

 

5.  Turntable Maintenance 

5.1 Service Safety Procedures 

5.1.1 Use a Pneumatic Lockout 

This turntable was provided with a pneumatic lockout valve.  Since the air supply to this system 

is its power source, proper and timely use of a lockout device is essential both for safety and 

OSHA compliance.   
 

WARNING: Failure to properly use a pneumatic lockout before performing service 

procedures may result in unexpected movement, equipment damage, or 

personal injury 
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5.1.2 Unload the Turntable 

Although most serviceable turntable components are accessible with all load platforms loaded, 

service access may be limited while any load is on the turntable. Furthermore, troubleshooting 

some performance problems is facilitated when the turntable is unloaded.  When possible, 

remove all loaded containers to allow for unrestricted access.    

 

5.2 Preventive Maintenance 
 

As with all pneumatic equipment, this system’s pneumatic controls and actuators are best 

protected from premature wear and failure by maintaining a clean and dry air supply.  This 

system was not provided with any air preparation components.  An appropriately sized 5-micron 

filter is recommended.  Installations with poor plant air quality may require additional air 

preparation components (e.g. pre-filters and dryers).  Furthermore, in all installations, providing 

improved filtration (e.g. adding coalescing filters and/or post-filters) will reduce the amount of 

required maintenance.  Inspect air filters and replace filter elements regularly to improve system 

reliability and extend service life.   

 

The required frequency for cleaning and lubrication of mechanical components is determined by 

many factors such as cycle frequency and environmental conditions.  Periodic inspection of all 

system components and close attention to any indication of operating malfunction can identify 

early indications of wear or damage, and thereby minimize the need for corrective maintenance. 

 

The following service schedules are presented as guidelines.  Severe service applications may 

require more frequent preventive maintenance.  In the event of intermittent and/or repetitive 

failures, evaluate the adequacy of both air preparation and preventive maintenance practices.  

5.2.1 Pneumatic Components 
 

Pneumatic Component Preventive Maintenance Schedule 

Item Service Procedure Interval 

Air Casters and Air 

Springs 
Visually inspect for abrasion or cuts  12 months 

Air Springs, hoses 

& fittings 
Use soap solution to identify leaks 12 months 

Air Filter  Clean, inspect and replace element if necessary 3 months 

Air Motor 

Clean air strainer by opening and emptying their 

access traps; evaluate air preparation (air prefilter 

and/or filter) in the event of heavy particulate 

contamination, pipe scale, foreign debris, etc. 

check the air motor lubricator and add lubricant 

as needed. (Refer to included Ingersoll Rand 

manual for specifics) 

1st check: 24 hrs; 

2nd check: 100 hrs; 

every 2000 hrs or  

12 months thereafter 
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5.2.2 Mechanical Components  

In regard to the mechanical components, preventive maintenance essentially consists of 

lubricating the main turntable pivot point and rotation drive gear reducer. The required frequency 

is determined by many factors such as cycle frequency and environmental conditions.  Periodic 

inspection of all system components and close attention to any indication of operating 

malfunction can identify early indications of wear or damage, and thereby minimize the need for 

corrective maintenance. 

 

 

Mechanical Component Preventive Maintenance Schedule 

Item Service Procedure Interval 

Pivot Point Lubricate with service grade oil or lithium grease 6 months 

Gear 

Reducer 
Check included Ingersoll Rand manual for specifications 

See Ingersoll Rand 

manual 
 

 

5.3 Corrective Maintenance 

5.3.1 Turntable Troubleshooting Guide 
 

The following troubleshooting guide is provided to assist in identifying and correcting system 

malfunctions.  Refer to reference drawings listed in Section 5.5. 

 

Turntable Troubleshooting Guide  

Problem Cause Remedy 

Turntable air 

supply does not 

come on when 

hand lever is 

actuated 

Loss of system air pressure Verify that air supply is not locked out 

Leak in air line or fitting Replace or repair line or tighten fitting 

Foot lever valve malfunction Test and/or replace  valve 

Control valve malfunction Test and/or replace  valve 

Turntable air 

supply does not 

stay on when 

foot lever is 

actuated 

Leak in air line or fitting Replace or repair line or tighten fitting 

Control valve malfunction Test and/or replace  valve 

Air Casters 

inflate but the 

turntable does 

not rotate after 

turntable air 

supply comes on 

Leak in air line or fitting Replace or repair line or tighten fitting 

Inadequate system air 

pressure 

Increase system air pressure regulator to a 

minimum of 80 PSI  

Load exceeds capacity Reduce load 

Inadequate drive traction 
Inspect drive wheel path on lower turntable 

surface; clean and dry if necessary 
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Increase air spring pressure regulator to 40 

PSI 

Inspect and replace defective air spring 

Air motor power valve 

malfunction 
Repair and/or replace defective valve 

Air motor is not turning but 

air is passing through the 

exhaust port 

Unload drive traction pressure (reduce air 

spring pressure regulator to 0 PSI) and run 

to determine if motor will turn in unloaded 

condition; verify turntable turns freely on 

air casters (see below) 

Test, repair and/or replace defective air 

motor 

Turntable Troubleshooting Guide  (continued) 

Problem Cause Remedy 

Air Casters do not 

inflate and the 

turntable does not 

rotate after turntable 

air supply comes on 

Air caster flow control closed Open flow control to 1/2 turn open, 

test and adjust as necessary 

Damage to rotary union Inspect and replace as needed 

Damage to air casters Inspect and replace air casters as 

needed. 

Turntable rotates 

slowly or unevenly 

(increased friction) or 

cannot be rotated 

Inadequate drive traction See same section above 

Speed control globe valve is too 

restrictive  

Readjust valve setting (decrease 

valve restriction until fast enough) 

Plugged exhaust  
Examine and clean exhaust port as 

necessary  

Damage to rotary union 
Inspect and replace rotary union if 

leaking or damaged 

Damage to air caster or air 

caster pathway on base plate 

Test turntable rotation with drive 

traction pressure unloaded as 

described above 

Inspect air caster(s) and clean or 

replace if necessary (refer to 

procedure in Section 3.3.2 below) 

Remove turntable top and inspect air 

caster pathway plate 

Inspect UHMW rest bars 

Remove any debris or foreign 

objects from pathway 

Load exceeds capacity Reduce load 

Inadequate installation 

preparation 

Increase air flow capacity 

Check that floor is level and even 
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Turntable rotation 

drive does not shut 

off  

Control pedestal valve 

malfunction 

Inspect and repair foot operated 

control valve 

Air caster power valve 

malfunction 

Inspect and repair pilot operated 

control valve 

Turntable rotation is 

erratic or noisy 

Mechanical drive train 

malfunction 

Drain oil from gear reducer and 

inspect for metal chips or other signs 

of damage 

Any intermittent, 

premature, or 

repeated 

malfunctions or 

component failures 

Inadequate air supply 

preparation and/or preventive 

maintenance 

Evaluate air supply for excessive 

dirt and/or moisture and review 

preventive maintenance procedures 

 

 

 

5.3.2 Air Caster Replacement Procedure 

This turntable is equipped with slide-in Air Casters.  If an air caster must be changed due to 

damage to the diaphragm, use the following procedure. 
 

1. Unload the turntable, then make sure all air to the table is off and locked out/ tagged out. 
 

2. Remove the bolts holding the air caster cover on the side of the table. (Located underneath 

the pedestal controls.) 

3. Slide out Air Caster to examine if it needs to be replaced. 

4. If damaged replace with a new Air Caster (can be ordered directly through us). Make sure the 

air caster is slid in with the inlet in the correct position according to the label near the tray. 

5. Place the air caster cover back into position and bolt back on. 

6. Run the table unloaded to ensure the air caster has been installed correctly and has seated 

properly. 

5.3.3 Factory Settings and Adjustments 

The following are the original factory settings and adjustments.  Adjustments for installation 

conditions may be required (note any revisions below).  In the event of operation problems, take 

note of the current settings and if different try restoring to the recorded settings below. 
 

Component Description Original Setting Revision 

Air Caster Air Caster Flow Control Globe Valve 1/2 turn open  

Rotation 

Drive 

Drive On Time Delay Flow Control 

(integral to Drive Power Valve) 

4-6 seconds (until air 

casters fully inflate) 
 

Shutoff Brake Flow Control 1/8 turn open  

Air Spring (drive traction) Pressure 40 PSI  

Speed Flow Control Globe Valve 1 turn open  
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5.4 Recommended Spare Parts List 
 

Recommended Spare Parts 

Part Part Description Manufacturer Part Number Qty 

Turntable Air Caster Air Caster LLC. AC-18 1 

Rotation 

Drive 

Air Motor Ingersoll Rand M007RVR188BR6 1 

Drive Power Valve Ross 2751A4014 1 

Air Spring Actuator(Drive) Firestone W02-358-500 1 

Drive Wheel Air Caster LLC. A-04-0019 1 

Steel Spring McMaster-Carr 9628K35 1 

Foot 

Control 

Assembly  

Air Caster Power Valve Mac 57D-52-RA 1 

Foot Lever Valve 
Versa VBT-4304 1 

Control 

Pedestal 

Hand Valve (Lift) SMC VH210-N02 1 

Hand Valve (Rotate Brake) SMC VH212-N02 1 

Lift and 

Rotate 

Assembly 

Air Spring Actuator (Lift) Firestone W01-358-6810 2 

Brake Pad Replacement Air Caster LLC C-28-0019 (Brake Pad) 4 

Brake Cylinder Bimba FOS-17-0.313-CFT 1 

5.5 Reference Drawing List 
 

Drawing Number Title Description 

TT-144144-100 Turntable Four Position w/ Drive, and 

Lift and Rotates 

Assembly Drawing 

DA-13000-000 Drive Assembly Subassembly Drawing 

9024-601 Pneumatic Schematic Pneumatic Schematic 
 


